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READY, GET SET to BE BOLD hosts
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the world
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Engaged 
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Celebrating
sport & culture



How far we've come together
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A Games for everyone
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Trainees & 
workers

Visitors & 
spectators

Business & 
employersEvery 

household

All communities

Athletes & 
officials

Children 
& young 
people



GO for a 

Bold legacy
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Boost investment in Birmingham, 
creating thousands of jobs and 
become a world-leader in hosting 
international events
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Jobs & training

The 
international 

spotlight
Tourism

A major events 
city



Engage every child and young 
person in the Games, including all 
400+ schools in the city
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Bring the 
Power 

programme

Young-people 
led

Opportunities 
for all schools

Connecting the 
Commonwealth



Build programmes and community 
projects to kickstart an accessible
fitness and wellbeing boom
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Active 
communities

Improving 
green spaceCommunity 

Games

Active streets



Open our city to the world and 
connect our communities 
for and after the Games
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Birmingham 
2022 Festival 

Stronger 
communities

Birmingham 
International 

Festival 

City culture 
strategy



Launch an era of green growth 
through high-quality sports facilities, 
thousands of new sustainable homes 
and green transport links to become 
a carbon neutral city by 2030
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New green 
neighbourhoods

Connected 
green spaces

Our Future City 
Plan

Sustainable 
travel



Deliver our promise to the city and 
become a leading local authority 
with bold ambitions
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Golden decade 

Proud staff

Bold legacy 
plan

Delivery tools & 
knowledge 
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For more information please visit
www.birmingham.gov.uk/commonwealth2022
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